Jobs from your company in LinkedIn Learning Hub

Encourage career development by making it easier for employees to discover new opportunities at your company.

Companies that excel at internal mobility are able to retain employees nearly 2x as long as companies that struggle with it.

Glint Employee Wellbeing Report, 2021

Surface job opportunities at your company to employees based on their career goals.

With jobs in LinkedIn Learning Hub, you can:

- Promote internal mobility by surfacing job opportunities to employees
- Connect learning to current opportunities at your company
- Empower employees to drive their own career development
Now bringing job opportunities at your company into the flow of learning across LinkedIn Learning Hub

Internal opportunities featured on the LinkedIn Learning Hub homepage

Personalized internal job recommendations based on your employee’s career goal

Jobs from your company embedded in career exploration experiences like Role Guides

How it works

Personalized
Our world class AI surfaces jobs for your employees based on their current roles or the roles they want to grow into.

Out of the box
Job posts are automatically pulled from your public LinkedIn careers page. No ATS integration necessary.

Internal only
Job recommendations are limited exclusively to opportunities at your organization that are publicly listed.

For more information, contact your LinkedIn Learning Hub Account Manager.